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for those of us who are not aware of this, and only know what it means is that some
content creators and community members create custom content for the sims 4, which

then is used by ea to make an article with that custom content. the authors of this
article is of course getting a compensation for that. the issue is that users who don’t

want to contribute to the content they see on the internet can decide to not support the
content creators they see on their social media pages, which can lead to a feeling of

frustration and anger among the users as we don’t know who is contributing the custom
content we see on the internet. we are lucky that a huge modding and custom content
community exist for the sims 4 to help the content creators out, but as we see it, when
content creators or their organizations stop using patreon they immediately lose their

income and are forced to go back to their regular job. you are free to copy, modify,
publish, transmit, display, perform, reproduce, or create derivative works from the

software and your content, in whole or in part, but only as long as it is done solely for
non-commercial, non-profit purposes and is not otherwise in violation of this license. the

sims 4 store digital services agreement. if you do not wish to be bound by the
agreements, you should not access the the sims 4 store or use the software. you are
expressly prohibited from copying, distributing, modifying, producing, transmitting,

performing or perpetrating any component of the software without the express written
permission of ea or its licensors. your right to use the software is in addition to any

other rights you already have, which vary depending on the jurisdiction in which you
reside. these terms are in addition to any other terms and/or conditions that may be

part of the applicable ea service that you are using.
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10. you acknowledge that ea.s obligation to provide game updates and patches to you
is a continuing obligation and that you may have need to update to a future version of
the game. you acknowledge that the providers may perform any update to the game in
connection with providing game updates to you, but it will be ea.s sole responsibility to
provide you with updates to the game. unless you are the parent of a child or teen who

is still in their formative years and you can verify that they have no idea what the
snapchat/snapchat stories/instagram/twitter/tumblr/reddit/flickr/instagram kinda thing
is (and dont lie to me, your kid isnt irl, let alone online) then you are not a responsible

parent. and dont even try to act all hurt because i called you out on that. even in
parents comments, many dont see the problem with this. parents only are protecting
their children from this because they are old enough to realize that it is a huge social
problem that is harmful to many. how many kids are taken advantage of with this?

thousands? millions? but youre old enough to realize that these are adult people, not
kids and not your customers. so just because your child doesnt understand what shes
doing doesnt mean shes too young to understand her actions. and thats an important

thing for you to understand. so can you check to see if your fanart has
snapchat/snapchat stories/instagram/twitter/tumblr/reddit/flickr/instagram kinda but not
a sims related kind of thing? if not, then this is a good reason for you to nope it and say
screw you, you cant upload a sims image to your patreon without permission and that

doesnt mean that you have the right to take them from here and post them on the
paywalled website like it is freely yours to do with as you please. this is a business, not
a hobby! and if you think you can treat your customers like shit because youre gonna

do some kind of shit to them, then you have bigger problems than your fanbase.
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